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Another short Q&A piece from Benjamin. For those interested, there is a recent

article by Preston regarding Leo Wanta (I’ve yet to read that one).

“…I have heard of Mr. Wanta. He is not about to get his money. Instead

he is going to join the long list of people who have been ripped off

astronomical sums by the establishment in Washington DC… We are

going to have to put these people out of business but doing so will not get any money back.

“Many people have told me about clones and cloning and there is definitely something to it…

However, until we have definitive disclosure on this subject, I use Occam’s razor and look for

explanations within the mainstream world paradigm. There is beyond a doubt the use of body

doubles…

“Yes I like [Preston James] writing and support much of what he says. Veteran’s today is a

valuable source of opinion and intelligence on the net.”

——————————————————————

Urgent questions from a political prisoner

1) Have you heard of Leo Wanta and the $30 trillion plus of money that was stolen from him by the Bush

cabal? What do you know of the current prospects for release of the money to Wanta by Trump?

Yes I have heard of Mr. Wanta. He is not about to get his money. Instead he is going to join the long list of

people who have been ripped off astronomical sums by the establishment in Washington DC. Just ask the

Kuomintang Chinese about how much luck they have had getting their historical gold holdings back. We are

going to have to put these people out of business but doing so will not get any money back. It will just stop

them from stealing more.

2) What do you think of the cloning situation in Washington, D.C., with so many government officials having

impostors standing in for them, and the same for the media? I hope your are aware of how far the cloning

goes in our chain-of-command…

Many people have told me about clones and cloning and there is definitely something to it. One Asian triad

assassin told he how he killed his “Jewish handler” only to have the same man reappear later. However, until

we have definitive disclosure on this subject, I use Occam’s razor and look for explanations within the

mainstream world paradigm. There is beyond a doubt the use of body doubles enhanced with plastic surgery

and the use of computer graphics to create TV appearances of dead people is widespread.
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I am a Spirit of Light working with energies on this planet on the Big Island of Hawai'i (for 15 years). My spiritual missions have

taken me from the Big Island of Hawai'i to neighbor islands (Oahu, Kauai), as well as to Turtle Island (N. America), Peru

(Cusco), Bolivia (Lake Titicaca), and Egypt (Gizeh, Saqqara, the Pyramids) (see my YouTube page).

View all posts by Kauilapele →

3) Are you aware of Preston James’ writings? He is a columnist for Veterans Today, and writes extensively

on the history and methods of the Khazarian mafia and the Secret Shadow Government. What is your

opinion of him and Veterans Today?

Yes I like his writing and support much of what he says. Veteran’s today is a valuable source of opinion and

intelligence on the net. I do not agree with everything they say and do and that is how it should be in an

environment of open and healthy discourse.
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